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Abstract

Covering defects by free-tissue transfers enable surgeons to reconstruct or salvage the lower 

extremity injured or amputated in high-energy traumas which result in extensive damage 

to soft tissue, bone, tendons, vessels and nerve. The timing of the reconstruction using flap 

techniques is extremely important. It can be divided into three categories: “primary free flap 

closure” ( to  hours), “delayed primary free flap closure” ( to  days), and “secondary free 

flap closure” (after  days). Our treatment of choice in an isolated complex injury of a lower 

extremity with a soft tissue defect is “primary free flap closure” providing improved funcional 

and aesthetic results, and psychologically benefit through lowered morbidity of the patient. 
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Introduction

Reconstruction of complex extremitiy trauma continues to be a challanging task 

for plastic surgeon. Characteristics of such injuries include severe destruction of 

functional structures, often due to high-energy trauma that causes significant in-

validity. Prior to the use of microsurgical techniques, pedicled fasciocutaneous 

and muscle flaps were the workhorses for extremity reconstruction, although the 

vast majority of severe extremity traumas were treated by amputation (). The 

management of complex injuries of the lower extremities has changed with the 

development of reconstructive microsurgery. Microsurgical techniques, includ-

ing free tissue transfer, have enabled surgeons to reconstruct or salvage injured or 

amputated limbs. The timing of soft-tissue reconstruction using flap techniques 
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is extremely important, but still controversial (-) .

Yaremchuk et al. found that delaying wound cover had 

no ill effects on clinical outcome (). They suggested 

serial debridement at two to three day intervals and de-

layed wound closure between seven to  days after in-

jury (). Conversely, it has been reported that patients 

whose wounds are not closed in the first five days expe-

rience a much higher complication rate, resulting in soft-

tissue and bone infection, non-union, and consecutive 

amputation (, ) . Since the mid-`s, there has been 

increasing entthusiasm for early flap coverage of severe 

extremity injury. Byrd et al. pointed out the importance 

of early aggressive wound management and soft tissue 

cover with a flap in severe injuries of the lower extrem-

ity with soft tissue defects within five days (, ). Go-

dina () emphasized the importance of early coverage 

within the first  hours and the advantages of free-flap 

reconstruction vs. local flap technique. Lister and Schek-

er () first defined the emergency free-flap as “a flap 

transfer performed either at the end of primary debride-

ment or within  hours after the injury”. To standardize 

nomenclature in free flap wound closure Ninkovic et al. 

() presented three categories: “primary free flap clo-

sure” ( to  hours), “delayed primary free flap closure” 

( to  days), and “secondary free flap closure” (after  

days). This system is analogous to the standard terms 

“primary,” “delayed primary,” and “secondary wound 

closure.” It is consistent with known biologic and micro-

biologic principles of wound closure in general and pro-

vides a simple basis for classifying free flap wound clo-

sure. The purpose of this paper is to review our surgical 

technique, concerning the timing of management of se-

vere injuries of the lower extremity by free flap transfer.

Patients and Methods

PRIMARY FREE FLAP CLOSURE

“Primary free flap closure” suggests closure with a free 

flap at the end of initial radical debridement or within  

hours of injury. The radical debridement was done un-

der tourniquet control. All dead and devitalised tissue 

was removed, including small devascularised bone frag-

ments. Debridement was performed through healthy 

tissue to insure that non-viable tissue was removed. 

Important neurovascular structures and tendons were 

preserved and debrided if they were damaged but struc-

turally intact. If they were divided, they were repaired 

primarily, regardless of their apparent viability. Fractures 

were initially stabilized with external fixators. Small 

bone fragments were removed, and larger bone seg-

ments, even if not attached to soft tissue, were cleaned, 

prepared (removing the cortical bone), and used as a 

bone graft. If it is necessary additional débridement was 

done to create a flat wound surface and to avoid dead 

space. After release of the tourniquet (- minutes) 

any extra compromised tissue was resected. With pri-

mary repair. “Primary free flap closure with primary 

repair” signifies that repair of longitudinal structures 

such as nerves, tendons, vascular structures, bone, etc., 

was performed at the time of primary free flap closure.

With primary reconstruction. “Primary free flap closure 

with primary reconstruction” signifies flap coverage 

along with definitive reconstruction of missing segments 

of longitudinal structures with primary grafting, vascu-

larized or otherwise, immediately after the initial radical 

debridement. This technique includes tendon grafting, 

bone grafting, vascular grafting, nerve grafting, etc. With 

late reconstruction. “Primary free flap closure with de-

layed reconstruction” refers to primary closure with re-

construction at a later time, usually three months or more.

CASE I

A -year old girl sustained a crush injury of her left 

lower leg and foot with fracture of the tibia and fib-

ula. Fractures were initially stabilized with external 

fixateur externe. After radical debridement and pri-

mary repair of injured tendons a scapular free flap 

was used to achieve coverage of the soft-tissue defect. 

DELAYED PRIMARY FREE FLAP CLOSURE

“Delayed primary free flap closure” signifies closure alone 

with a free flap at two to seven days after creation of 

the defect. With primary repair. “Delayed primary free 

flap closure with primary repair” signifies flap closure 

at two to seven days along with repair of longitudinal 

structures. With primary reconstruction. “Delayed pri-

mary free flap closure with primary reconstruction” 

signifies flap closure at two to seven days with primary 

reconstruction of segmental defects of longitudinal 

structures. We have included this category for the sake 

of completion. It has been the author’s experience that 

primary reconstruction in this time frame is seldom 

achieved, especially toward the latter portion of the  

two to seven day time period. In other words, the lon-

ger that closure is delayed, the less the opportunity for 

primary reconstruction. Vascularized reconstruction 

should be considered if reconstruction is contemplated 

during this period. With late reconstruction. “Delayed 

primary free flap closure with late reconstruction” sig-

nifies flap closure at two to seven days with later re-

construction, usually at three to six months after injury.
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CASE II

A -year-old man sustained a fracture of his right ankle 

joint with soft-tissue defect. The leg was reconstructed 

with a gracilis free flap after five days, following rigid 

bone fixation.

SECONDARY FREE FLAP CLOSURE

“Secondary free flap closure” signifies closure with a 

free flap beyond one week. In this group of patients, 

temporary bone fixation may be achieved, but re-

pair and reconstruction of other structures is usually 

postponed until a later time. With late reconstruction. 

“Secondary free flap closure with late reconstruction” 

signifies flap coverage beyond one week, with recon-

struction at a later time, usually three months or more.
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CASE III

A -year-old man sustained a closed fracture of his left 

tibia. Wound healing problems and infection after os-

teosynthesis with a bone plate, resulted in a soft tissue 

defect. The defect was closed by a latissimus dorsi free 

flap after two months.
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Discussion

The goal in the treatment of severe injuries of the lower 

extremities is early and optimal functional recovery. Ad-

equate soft tissue coverage is essential for appropriate 

and fast bone healing. Reconstructive surgery, including 

free flap transfer, may be requiered and decisions and 

selection of the the best available tissue are controversial.

A wide variety of flaps now exist for reconstruction of 

the lower leg, although not all will cover open tibial 

fractures successfully and reliably (). Adequate selec-

tion of the flap is most important for the outcome of 

reconstruction. Potentially suitable local flaps are often 

damaged and will therefore be unusable. The practice of 

compromising a severely injured leg further by sacrific-

ing a local muscle or segment of intact skin should also 

be avoides. We are increasingly of the opinion that free 

tissue transfer provides the most appropiate repair for 

the most severe injuries of the lower extremities. There 

are three principal indications for using free flaps to 

cover the lower extremities: soft tissue defects in the 

lower third, an extensive defect at any level, and salvage 

free flaps in cases of a non-replantable amputation. Well-

vascularized, free flaps provide adequate healthy tissue 

and facilitate vascular ingrowth from new surrounding 

soft tissue. This increased blood flow has the advantage 

of improving bone healing and providing greater lo-

cal local resistance to infection (-) . Generally, for 

lower-extemity reconstruction we prefer to use mus-

culocutaneous or muscle flaps, as well as fasciocutane-

ous flaps, for resurfacing the dorsal side of the foot. In 

weight-bearing areas, our preference is a muscle flap 

with skin graft to obtain rigid and firm binding and to 

provide protection against re-ulceration. Our favorite 

muscle free flap for primary repair is the latissimus dorsi 

muscle (LDM) for huge defects as well as gracilis muscle 

flap for mild and small size defects. These muscles pro-

vide enough tissue for coverage and can be divided along 

its longitudinal fibers into strands, which can be placed 

into irregular defects to obliterate the dead space (). 

Furthermore, the very long pedicle of LDM can be used 

as a conduit to revascularize an injured extremity or for 

interposing an arterial graft from the pedicle to repair 

segmental defects in vessels as a through flow free flap. 

Following proximal below-the –knee crush amputa-

tion, when replantation is not possible, function in the 

lower limb depends on preservation of the knee joint, 

and on the length and quality of soft-tissue coverage of 

the stump. Limb-salvage procedures utilizing free “fil-

let of foot” flaps are absolutely indicated as emergency 

transfers. This composite flap from the amputated part 

is large enough to fashion a stump of sufficient length, to 

provide durable, thick, sensitive, glabrous skin cover, and 

to avoid donor-site morbidity. What time after severe 

injury to the leg is optimal for definitive wound closure?

The timing of wound closure is of fundamental impor-
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tance in correct wound care, regardless of the size of 

the wound (, ). Historically, the concept of treat-

ment of complex extremity injuries has significantly 

changed since the Spanish Civil War (-), when 

Trueta () began performing true surgical debridement 

of open fractures prior to immobilization with plaster 

casts. He emphasized the importance of debridement, 

confirming “the removal of a tissue medium favorable 

to bacterial growth is the fundamental principle upon 

which the whole treatment is based”. The fundamental 

principle of wound care gradually changed, and further 

scientific bases of debridement, systemic antibiosis, and 

delayed wound closure were established. As a reminder 

of war surgery and regardless of the introductions of 

microsurgery and the resulting availability of practi-

cally unlimited amounts of tissue for reconstruction, 

the principles of repeated debridement and delayed 

wound closure are still being chosen as the primary 

method for treating complex extremity traumas. There 

is a general reluctance among reconstructive surgeons 

to perform early coverage of complex extremity inju-

ries because of a belief in the concept of progressive tis-

sue necrosis after high-energy trauma and subsequent 

infection, classically requiring multiple debridements 

prior to wound coverage. In attemps to salvage tissue, 

these debridements are desingned to be quite conser-

vative, when tissue viability is questionable. However, 

it is much more difficult to evaluate compromised tis-

sue at a later stage, because of oedema, granulation 

tissue, and superficial infection. These changes mask 

the appearance of normal tissue. In the end, delay in 

definitive reconstruction also may cause additional 

loss of tissue and necessitate repeated anaesthesia. 

Infection of traumatic wounds may arise from contami-

nation at the time of injury or secondary infection of the 

compromised tissue. Early radical debridement is there-

fore the most important aspect of wound management, 

as the bacterial count doubles every six to eight hours, 

and produces clinical infection when greater than  

organisms/g tissue. The use of well vascularised muscle 

free flaps, as primary free flap, provide adequate healthy 

tissue to allow generous radical débridement of trau-

matic wounds. Moreover, emergency soft tissue cover 

preserves bone fragments, obviates bone resection, per-

mits primary nerve repair or nerve grafting, and tendon 

repair as well as transposition of tendon and muscle. 

Type III open fractures are associtated with disruption 

of both periostal and endostal bone circulation. Vas-

cular ingrowth from surrounding soft tissues contrib-

utes to bone healing. We believe that the greater blood 

flow from a free muscle flap may help to restore bone 

circualtion and improve local resistance to infection. 

Conclusion

Our treatment of choice in an isolated complex injury of a lower extremity with a soft tissue defect is pri-

mary free flap cover (, -). Subsequent inspection and débridement can be made if required, but de-

finitive soft tissue cover should be provide withhin the first  hours after injury. This approach avoids mis-

takes by an inexperienced surgical team at night and enables a fresh operating team to undertake definitive 

reconstruction in the morning. On only rare occasions (associated injury, poor general condition, or when treat-

ment was started in another hospital and the patient transferred a few days later) should emergency cover be delayed. 
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